Bronchial Fibroepithelial Polyp: A Rare and Challenging Diagnosis
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Abstract

Context: Bronchial fibroepithelial polyp is a very rare benign endobronchial tumor. Typically, it is a slow growing lesion, and the differential diagnosis includes other benign and malignant endobronchial tumors. Case Report: We report a case of a 75-year-old female who complained of intermittent productive cough. Computed tomography of the thorax showed a solid nodule with lobulated contours in the right main bronchus and subtotal atelectasis of the right lower lobe. Bronchoscopy with biopsy confirmed the diagnosis of a bronchial fibroepithelial polyp. Conclusion: This case is illustrative and demonstrates the importance of imaging methods and of histopathological correlation for the accurate diagnosis of this benign treatable lesion.
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1. Introduction

Fibroepithelial polyps are a common type of tumor in the skin or genitourinary tract. However, Bronchial fibroepithelial polyps represent a rare type of benign pseudoneoplastic lesion with endobronchial growth. Making a proper diagnosis and selecting the appropriate treatment of such polyps is rather difficult once they can mimic a malign neoplasm. At bronchoscopy, bronchial fibroepithelial polyps are reported to appear as rounded, whitish polypoid lesions with a firm
consistency and a glistening, fleshy, smooth surface [1] [2].

Histologically, these lesions are composed of collagen fibers in a stroma covered by normal respiratory epithelium [3]. In symptomatic patients, the lesion should be entirely removed, although no consensus has been reached in literature concerning the most correct approach. Because recurrence is uncommon, a complete excision of small lesions with multiple bronchoscopic biopsies may be sufficient [4].

We will report a case of a bronchial fibroepithelial polyp. Although rare, this is a differential diagnosis of endobronchial pathologies.

2. Case Report

Female patient, 75-year-old, who complained of intermittent productive cough with hyaline expectoration. The patient underwent thoracic computed tomography, that showed a solid small nodule with lobulated contours, located in the right main bronchus (Figure 2 and Figure 3). The lesion partially obstructed the bronchus and caused subtotal atelectasis of right lung’s lower lobe (Figure 4). The patient underwent bronchoscopy with biopsy that confirmed the bronchial fibroepithelial polyp (Figures 1-5).

**Figure 1.** Histological sections showed a polyp covered by a normal respiratory epithelium and fibrovascular stroma with mild chronic inflammatory infiltrate composed of lymphocytes and plasma cells ((a) Hematoxylin and Eosin stain, magnification ×5; (b) H & E stain, magnification ×10).

**Figure 2.** Sagittal reformatted and axial mediastinal window CT images shows lobulated endobronchial solid nodule partially obstructing the right main bronchus (red circle).
Figure 3. Sagittal reformatted and axial lung window CT images show lobulated endobronchial solid nodule partially obstructing the right main bronchus (red circle).

Figure 4. Axial lung window CT images show bronchiectasis (red arrows) and fibroatelectasis (yellow arrows) due to the obstructive effect of the endobronchial lesion.

Figure 5. Bronchoscopy images demonstrate a shiny polypoid lesion with lobulated contours that partially obstructed the right main bronchus.

The lesion was resected by bronchoscopy and the patient is being followed for 3 years. Since the resection, the patient had two episodes of pneumonia and intermittent cough with hyaline secretion.
3. Discussion

Although benign endobronchial polyps were first described in 1930 by Patterson, who termed them as neoplasms, it is rarely reported in the literature [5]. Inflammatory polyps in the respiratory system are defined as tumor-like non-neoplastic endobronchial lesions according to the WHO classification which was published in 1999 [5].

Fibroepithelial polyps of the bronchi are rare with only a few case reports in the English literature [6] [7]. According to these case reports, it manifests as an endobronchial polypoid nodule that is covered with normal respiratory mucosa, consisting of fibrovascular stroma with or without few inflammatory cells and adipocytic components [6] [7].

The etiology of fibroepithelial polyps of the bronchus is unclear. Some reports have classified fibroepithelial polyps as inflammatory, while others have argued that the inflammation is a result of the intermittent respiratory tract obstruction caused by its mass effect [7]. Other studies show that the pathogenesis of this lesion is unknown, although chronic bronchial stimulation by several agents (e.g. smoke, infections, aspiration) has been speculated as a possible cause, and bronchial fibroepithelial polyp probably represents a reactive, pseudoneoplastic growth rather than a true tumor [2] [8].

The histologic examination revealed a polyp covered by normal respiratory epithelium and fibrovascular stroma with mild chronic inflammatory infiltrate composed of lymphocytes and plasma cells (Figure 1). Several chronic inflammatory etiologic factors such as foreign body aspiration, prolonged mechanical ventilation, asthma, chronic sinusitis, chronic smoke inhalation, and mycobacterial infections may potentially be the cause [5].

The presumptive diagnosis of this lesion is made by radiological methods such as chest X-ray and computed tomography of the chest. In our case and corroborating the reports of other cases, after visualization of the lesion by computed tomography, we demonstrated that the lesion presents peculiar characteristics such as lobulated and/or microlobulated contours, endobronchial localization, with solid texture and expansive aspect, discretely touching the adjacent bronchial walls (Figure 2 and Figure 3). We also found pulmonary alterations secondary to the obstructive effect of the lesion, such as accumulation of mucous secretion in the underlying bronchi, atelectasis of lung segments and lobes, and changes associated with inflammatory and infectious processes due to mucoid impaction and reactivity (Figure 4).

Differential diagnosis includes malignant lesions such as carcinoid tumors, metastasis, adenoid cystic carcinoma, mucoepidermoid carcinoma and benign lesions such as foreign body aspiration, endobronchial lipoma and hamartoma [9].

After the diagnosis of the lesion by tomography, it is recommended to perform a bronchoscopy with biopsy to characterize the lesion and to collect material for histopathological evaluation. In our case, a shiny polypoid lesion with lobulated contours that partially obstructed the right main bronchus was cha-
racterized (Figure 5). Bronchoscopy appearance of fibroepithelial polyp is suggestive of the diagnosis when dealing with a whitish and glistening, firm, polypoid lesion with rounded or lobulated borders, as previously reported [8].

The definitive and curative treatment of the lesion is performed by surgical or bronchoscopy resection, indicated to avoid post obstructive complications as well for confirmation of the diagnosis [2] [8]. In some instances, fibroepithelial polyps may be multiple or even recur but the clinical course is usually favorable [2].

This case is illustrative and important to be shared with radiologists and the medical community, since it is a rare benign lesion with a potential endoscopic treatment, that could be misinterpreted as a malignant lesion. Also, the case emphasizes the importance of computed tomography for evaluation of airway lesions, elevating the accuracy for this challenging diagnosis.

4. Conclusion

Although rare, fibroepithelial polyps should be included in the differential diagnosis of endobronchial tumors. Radiologists, pulmonologists and the medical community should be aware of this benign tumor, imaging workup and management.
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